Exercise 7.1 Identify the part of speech of each word in the following sentences. If you find a preposition, identify its object.

Note: The sentences are adapted from *Odyssey* 9, in which Odysseus tells of his encounter with Polyphemus the Cyclops.

1) He demanded a second bowl.

2) “Tell me your name now, quickly.”
(Here you must infer the subject. Ask yourself, ‘Who is supposed to do the telling?’)

3) “I will give (to) my guest a gift.”

4) “The rains from Zeus build our wine’s strength, but this is nectar.”
(Here there are two main clauses [sentences] linked by the conjunction “but.”)

5) “It flows from heaven.”

6) I gave him another fiery bowl.
7) Three bowls he drank to the last drop.

8) “I will tell you my name, but you must give me a guest-gift.” (Two main clauses)

9) “I am No-one.”